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The Thesis contains 16 Tables showing the detailed Classified data on various aspects / areas in the light of the objectives, hypotheses formulated and the limitations of the study pertaining to the entire sample. The investigator critically analysed and interpreted the results and observations made and conclusions drawn and finally in the light of the entire research work / problem, suggestions for further research have been offered. Besides these the body of the thesis consist of Appendices showing self - constructed questionnaire in Gujarati by the investigator. It includes intelligence test administered in Gujarati with its information Manuals for the guidance in scoring to the investigator. The questionnaire and the answer sheets in Gujarati on this also find its place. The body of the thesis also includes SES Scale with guideline to the investigator for computation of the Socio Economic Conditions of the students for overall assessment. Bibliography has been given separately at the end. The entire thesis is divided into
7 Chapters under the Scheme of Chapterisation, They are as under:
I - Introduction
II - Background of the study includes statement of problem, definition of the terms, Objectives and need and Scope of the study and finally hypotheses.
III - Study of Review of Related Literature / Researches

IV - Planning and Procedure.

V - Analysis and Interpretations

VI - Observations, Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Research Work.

VII - Bibliography.